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Look who’s joining our Hall of Fame
Aviator Robyn Reid will join an elite group in the Nelson Tasman Chamber
of Commerce Business Hall of Fame at the 2016 Nelson Pine Industries
Chamber of Commerce Business Awards on 4 November. Here we talk to
Robyn about her flight path.
“Keep learning and upskilling yourself and be passionate about your industry,’’ - that’s Robyn’s advice
to others but it’s also very much how she’s become such a successful businesswoman.
As well as managing the family business, Nelson Helicopters, since its inception in 1983, Robyn has
piloted the aviation industry through rafts of legislative reform and served in governance roles with the
Civil Aviation Authority and the NZ Aviation Service. She’s been an active member of the Chamber of
Commerce since Nelson Helicopters won the Supreme Award in 1998, and served as President from
1999 to 2002.
“The chamber provides an incredible service and most importantly a chance for business owners to
connect with each other and realise they are not alone.”
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Thomas Cawthron
Sir Patrick Goodman
& Peter Goodman
Murray Sturgeon
Paul Steere
John Palmer
Bronwyn Monopoli
Michael & Sir Peter Talley
ß

Robyn and her husband Bill started their business just six weeks after the birth of their first child. “Bill did the flying and I ran the business which
worked really well for us.” Ten years later, Robyn could sense changes on the horizon. “There was a lot of talk about total quality management.
In order to keep up with our clients, I knew I had to learn as much as I could about this subject.”
She started with a night class at NMIT to gain a Certificate in Quality Assurance, then studied extramurally to gain a diploma followed by a
Bachelor of Business Studies.
“When you get into the learning mode again as an adult, you realise just how much you don’t know. Every paper I sat had a relevance to our
business and consequently improved it.’’

> continued p2
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CEO comment
Getting the chance to meet and hear from local, national
and internationally based innovators, entrepreneurs and
business leaders at Aspire last month was inspirational
and informative. It’s also been really inspiring videoing
some of our long standing chamber members. We’ve been
asking them what’s changed in their industry over the last
20 – 25 years, why they’ve chosen to base their business
from here, and what value they are getting out of their
Chamber membership. It’s inspiring us – and by sharing
these on our Facebook page – we hope to inspire you too.
This issue we highlight the contribution of local
inspirational business leader Robyn Reid who will be inducted into the Chamber
Hall of Fame at the upcoming NPI Chamber Business Awards on 4 November. The
Hall of Fame, established as part of the 150 year celebrations for the Chamber in
2008, recognises business leaders who have made an outstanding contribution to
both the business and civic community. Make sure you are part of the celebrations
and showcase of business excellence at this year’s Awards – early bird rates for
tickets are available until 1 August. And to see your business up on stage, simply
enter the awards by 23 September this year (details on commerce.org.nz).
Listening to long standing chamber members has also helped us better understand
what our membership values – and how we can better serve local business people.
Underpinning that is our drive to increase our membership to 600 by the end of the
year. The stronger our chamber, the more services we can provide, the better our
collective bargaining power and the more members can get out of belonging.
As a member you can build your business at the free Chapman ER Chamber
BA5 networking events, stay informed and inspired by attending the
Crowe Howarth and Walters PR luncheons and our Business Building
Block training sessions as well as use the national discounts to save.
If you are exporting, you can also use the Chamber for Certificates of Origin
and keep informed about trade delegations, visiting ambassadors and use the
national and international network to strengthen off shore connections.
At half way through the calendar year, it’s timely to revisit your plan and take another
look at how your business is going. The process of entering the business awards
is a great way to do that. As Meg Matthews, Wine Nelson, said in her presentation
to our recent BBB Workshop – remember to go fishing where the fish are!

Dot Kettle
Chief Executive
< continued from p1

In the mid-1990s Robyn became chair of the Aviation Industry Association’s helicopter division, fighting for practical operating rules. This, and
her involvement in other industry groups, led to Robyn becoming an inaugural member of the national Business Advisory Group in 2003.
“We sat with many officials in Wellington telling us how they were going to change legislation for business and 90% of the time we tore them to
shreds. The ones that were on the button had previously worked in business but you could see they were getting worn down by bureaucracy.”
In 1995 Robyn was the first individual recipient of the Director of Civil Aviation’s Award for Safety. The same year their company
won a Business Development Quality Award from the Ministry of Business Development. Robyn said she finally decided
to enter the Chamber’s Business Awards in 1998. “I used that information in various ways for many years after.”
``Being inducted in the Hall of Fame is certainly another highlight of my career. It shows me that all the hours of working hard, being
involved in business and industry organisations, learning and advising others have been worth it. I am humbled by this recognition.”
See the “news” section on our website, www.commerce.org.nz for a more detailed account of Robyn’s career and her take on business.
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Faced with exporting; we’re here to help!
Each month the chamber issues about 100 export certificates to a wide range of local businesses
exporting anything from wine to fish, to timber and nutraceuticals. Here Plantae certified organic
skincare founder Carol Priest tells us about her exporting experience.
What percentage of your business
do exports account for? 70%
What countries do you export to? South Korea,
Japan, Hong Kong, Taiwan, Canada, Australia.

How long have you been exporting? 10 years
How did you get into exporting?
Initially through a sale of the products in
Nelson to a Korean tourist that passed the
product on to an interested party in Korea.
That party contacted us and eventually
became our first overseas distributor.

How do you choose your export markets?
We focus more on potential distributors
and their capabilities. If the distributor has
sales channels, importing experience and is
able to represent the products in a manner
that supports our market positioning, we
will then engage with that distributor.

For each shipment you export, what
requirements do you have to fulfil?
Initially there are many hurdles to clear and
lots of documents and test results that need
to be submitted to enable the importation
of cosmetics into a foreign country. Once
approved for import, we submit invoice
and packing slips to our freight forwarder
who then takes care of actual shipments.

How does the Chamber help with this?
Chamber assists with the export
documentation ie, Certificate of Free Sale
and Certificate of New Zealand Origin.

Can you identify any particular changing
trends that you’ve experienced in exporting
in recent times?
Significant demand is growing from Asia
and China in particular. Digital marketing

and social media is driving awareness
within those populations and that is
creating demand from distributors and
retailers wanting to take advantage of
the resulting sales opportunities.

What advice would you give a business
that was keen to branch into exporting?
Understand the markets you are considering,
how they differ from NZ and what the main
hurdles are that need to be dealt with. For
example; internet search engines and social
media tools we are all used to here are not
always relevant in foreign countries.
Likewise; securing things like trademarks
and I.P. can often be much more complicated
and time consuming than it is in NZ.
Most of all understand who your
target market is and how you will be
able to differentiate your product
sufficiently to capture a share of that
market. Product preferences can vary
significantly in different regions.

founder Carol Priest

Export Certificates
The type of certifications required depends on where businesses are
exporting to. We most commonly issue Certificates of Origin
(both manual and electronic). The buyer/importer will usually identify
whether a Certificate of Origin is required for a consignment and what, if any, other
documents require Chamber of Commerce endorsement.

EXPORT CERTIFICATES
MEMBER $31.69 including GST
NON MEMBER $46.00 including GST
All certificates are issued within 24 hours.
For any queries regarding exporting certification,
please contact Trina Zimmerman on 03 548 1363 or email: info@commerce.org.nz

Exporters’ Event
Businesses exporting to Australia are invited to a meeting with the Australian High Commissioner to discuss ways
to make it easier to trade.

Date: Thursday, 28 July Time: 4 – 6pm
Venue: The Monaco Kitchen upstairs room at Grand Mercure Nelson Monaco
Cost: Free to members. $50 plus GST for non members
More details and online registration at: events.commerce.org.nz
www.commerce.org.nz
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Leveraging
Regional
Strengths

MIRIANA STEPHENS Māori Businesswoman of the Year and Wakatu Incorporation Director
“The biggest benefits come from things that appear on paper to be impossible.”
As a successful businesswoman and mother of four children, Miriana’s work has been heavily influenced by whanau.
“There’s nothing more powerful than kids seeing their parents and grandparents learn.’’
Miriana expressed the importance of having the right mindset in business. “Sometimes small and precious can have an
influence on something that is big, vast and expansive. It’s about doing things better and doing better things.” She identified the following
characteristics of a magnet city for Nelson to aspire to;
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

A strong, clear regional identity that’s genuine and authentic
Established relationships with wealth creators - usually the younger generation
Ensuring the physical renewal of housing
Good connections with other cities and towns
Two possible clusters; Food and Beverage and a Biotech Hub
A combination of public and private money working together
Strong, agile, energised leadership
Magnet city leaders need to stay true to the vision in the face of public dissent.

YVONNE LORKIN Wine writer, television presenter and Chief Tasting Officer of WineFriend.co.nz
“Nelson - if you want people to devour you, you’ve got to give people all the ingredients
and make yourself as tasty as possible.”
A true entertainer, Yvonne spoke enthusiastically about all the attributes that Nelson has to offer. “Nelson solves people’s
problems just by being. It’s paradise. That’s your problem Nelson – you’re just too good at too many things.”
Likening it to her own journey in life, Yvonne said the region needed to harvest all the talents it has and specialise. “Too
much of a good thing can confuse people. Embrace a style or a group of styles. Don’t assume everyone knows the things
that you know.”

MALCOLM JOHNS Christchurch Airport Chief Executive

CHINESE
VISITOR
DEMOGRAPHICS

“Leadership is about how we help people to be
more than they think they can be.”
Malcolm discussed the leadership style he had brought to
Christchurch Airport and showed the record growth that both it
and the South Island are experiencing in visitor numbers. The biggest growth
market is China which has gone from 2.3% in 2010 to 13.8% last year and is expected
to hit 25% within three years.
He stressed the importance of really understanding that market to fully realise its
potential. The Chinese go for shorter, easy, safe experiences that are all inclusive.
“China works like a river and you’ve got to work out how to get into that.”
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46%
52%
60%

Growth in international Chinese arrivals
at Christchurch Airport
Are under 44 years old
Are female

86%

Are travelling alone
or with one person

ASPIRE 2016

DEREK HANDLEY Social Entrepreneur
“Whenever something’s gone really bad, that’s when I’ve learned the absolute most about myself.”
Powerful images of glaciers collapsing and their haunting rumble captured attention at the start of Derek Handley’s
address.
He talked about the sun producing 5000 times the energy that we need for a year every single day and warned drones were due to change the
air and cityscapes “in ways we are yet to imagine.” “What will our world look like when everything can and does fly? What will our world look
like when everything and everyone is connected.”
Derek encouraged people to find their own “true north.” “Nobody can teach us who we are. That question is ours alone to uncover and create.”
Those answers come from forks in your journey. You need to keep challenging yourself to achieve your maximum potential.
Derek said businesses needed to think about being driven by things other than profit because they too benefited from better outcomes in the
environment and society.

BEN KEPES Founder of Diversity Ltd and Technology Evangelist
“Don’t try and replicate what’s elsewhere. Create
something different. Work smarter.”
Like the other speakers at Aspire, Ben’s career has taken him in several
different directions. He began as an electrical apprentice. Now he
spends a third of his time overseas at Silicon Valley and also owns a
manufacturing company that makes backpacks and clothing.

SUCCESS

SUCCESS

What people think it looks like.

What it really looks like.

He warned change is happening “quicker than you think. No matter what industry you are
in, disruption is happening.” A whopping 52% of the Fortune 500 companies that existed in 2000 are now gone. Disruption is about a change
in business models. The biggest companies in the world don’t own anything physical – like Uber and Airbnb. “Now we have the ability for the
small to look big.”

MURRAY STURGEON Nelson Pine Industries Managing Director
“Leveraging - using something you already have to do something new or better.”
Murray inspired the audience with the phenomenal growth that Nelson Pine Industries had achieved since
starting out as a chip plant in 1984. Embarking on a vision to add further value to the chip, they invited off-shore
investment and have never looked back. Nelson Pine Industries is now one of the largest single site producers
of Medium Density Fibreboard in the world. He said the region needs investment in infrastructure and stable
management to encourage investing. Murray also encouraged businesses to enter the chamber’s business awards.
The benefits come, not through winning, but through the exercise of looking inwardly at your company, he said.

HON STEVEN JOYCE Minister for Economic Development
“All the stuff that’s worked for (NZ) over the last few years are innovative products and services.”
Minister Joyce attended the conference in place of Deputy Prime Minister Bill English. He talked about New Zealand having
the 7th fastest growing economy in the OECD and noted total exports rose by $2b in 2015 despite a $3b drop in dairy. New
Zealand has ended up with a more broad-based export sector as a result.
Our country has more people engaged in the construction sector than ever before and more homes are being built than
ever before. The Government’s books are in the black and it’s on track to deliver a record $6 billion increase in capital
investment expenditure next year. “Without a strong economy, we don’t stand a chance.”

MAJOR SPONSORS:

CONTRIBUTING SPONSORS:

Air New Zealand
Potton and Burton
The Sir Peter Blake Trust
Wine Nelson
Wild Tomato

www.commerce.org.nz
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Being smart about retirement
If you’re looking forward to spending
less time in your business and more on
enjoying your life as you head towards
retirement, then you’re not alone.
Like many of our clients, you’re of the baby-boomer generation
who have worked hard for decades to generate income
and now want to sell your business or plan the transfer of
it to business partners or to the succeeding generation
while still retaining resources to pursue your dreams.
Whether retirement is imminent or still in the future, it is a good
idea to start planning the kind of lifestyle you will want to lead in
the future, and how you will scale down your commitment and
working hours. Reviewing your own aspirations is important but

While it is most likely that those wishes will not be legally

there may also be other issues. Changes in legislation and in your

binding on the Trustees, they will be strongly persuasive.

own circumstances may warrant a reconsideration of the legal

We should also have in place Enduring Powers of Attorney in

and accounting structures you currently have in place if a sale is to

respect of property and our personal care and welfare. If we

be optimised or the succession of your family business to family
or business partners is to be achieved and your needs met.

lose our mental capacity as a result of an accident or medical

In some cases our lives have changed through bereavement and

can enable your business matters to continue smoothly and an

sometimes a second marriage. Our children may have special

Enduring Power of Attorney in respect of our personal care and

needs or perhaps it now transpires they are not particularly

welfare will ensure we are looked after by those we trust.

event, then an Enduring Power of Attorney in respect of property

good with money. There can be concerns about our children’s

And last, but by no means least, you need to check your Will to make

marriage or relationship partner and the prospect of claims

sure it is consistent with the ownership structures you have and your

against them as a result of their succession to our wealth.

wishes. A timely review gives you the comfort of knowing your affairs

How to protect and fairly manage our assets can be a real

are in the best possible order to provide for you and those you love.

test. Also delicate and stressful situations can arise if one or
more of our children wish to take over the family business,
and yet we are striving to treat all our children fairly.
If you have a Trust you need to review it. You need to ensure
that the beneficiaries of the Trust are still appropriate. Also,
even more important than who the Trustees are is the
question of who can appoint the Trustees. Trusts should
provide flexibility, but if you have particular wishes, you can
set them out for the Trustees in a Memorandum of Wishes.

For more information contact:
Rob Lane
Senior Law & Succession Specialist and Partner
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phone

03 548 8349

email

rob.lane@pittandmoore.co.nz

TRAINING

Upskill
Staff Online
Investing in staff capability is a necessary and vital part of employee
Investing in staff capability is a necessary and vital part of employee
satisfaction and retention. An investment in workplace education is one way
satisfaction and retention. An investment in workplace education is one way
you can help ensure your employees are challenged, valued and given the
you can help ensure your employees are challenged, valued and given the
skills they need to achieve successful project and organisational outcomes.
skills they need to achieve successful project and organisational outcomes.
Nelson Marlborough Institute of Technology
Nelson has
Marlborough
Institute
of Technology
(NMIT)
collaborated
with several
of
(NMIT)
has
collaborated
with
several
of
New Zealand’s leading tertiary education
New
Zealand’s
leading
tertiary
education
providers to offer a flexible online learning
providers
to offertoa flexible
onlinethe
learning
service
designed
give learners
skills
service
designed
to
give
learners
the
skills
they need to earn that promotion, lead
a
they
need
to
earn
that
promotion,
lead
a
project or take that next step in their career
project
or
take
that
next
step
in
their
career
– all while working around their family,
– all while
working
around their family,
work
and home
commitments.
work and home commitments.
With a range of courses and qualifications,
With aeCampus
range of offers
courses
and qualifications,
TANZ
a significant
number
TANZ
eCampus
offers
a
significant
number
of business-related courses including
the
of
business-related
courses
including
the
New Zealand Diploma in Business, New
New
Zealand
Diploma
in
Business,
New
Zealand Certificate in Project Management
Zealand
CertificateDiploma
in Project
and
the Graduate
in Management
Applied
and
the
Graduate
Diploma
in Applied
Management.
Management.
NMIT Chief Executive Tony Gray says TANZ
NMIT Chiefprovides
Executive
Gray says
eCampus
anTony
innovative
andTANZ
eCampus
provides
an
innovative
andsmall
interactive opportunity for large and
interactive
opportunity
for
large
and
small
businesses to meet on-going professional
businesses
to
meet
on-going
professional
development requirements.
development requirements.
“TANZ eCampus offers rolling intakes
“TANZ eCampus
offers
rolling
throughout
the year
rather
thanintakes
on a
throughout
the
year
rather
on a can
semester basis. This meansthan
that people
semester
basis.
This
means
that
can
start their course at any time andpeople
continue
start
their
course
at
any
time
and
continue
with their study in the most time effective
with their study in the most time effective

way for them as an individual,” says Gray.
way for them as an individual,” says Gray.
“Not only is TANZ eCampus flexible, it
only isand
TANZindustry
eCampus
flexible, itAll
is“Not
respected
recognised.
is
respected
and
industry
recognised.
qualifications awarded through TANZ All
qualifications
awarded
through
eCampus
are from
one of
the fiveTANZ
tertiary
eCampus
are
from
one
of
the fiveintertiary
providers which have partnered
this
providers which
have partnered
in this
collaboration,
including
NMIT. This
means
collaboration,completed
including NMIT.
means
qualifications
onlineThis
through
qualifications
completed
online
through
TANZ eCampus are NZQA assured and
TANZ eCampusaccepted.”
are NZQA assured and
internationally
internationally accepted.”
Upskilling of staff isn’t only beneficial to
Upskilling ofthere
staff are
isn’talso
onlyhuge
beneficial
to for
employees;
benefits
employees;
there
are
also
huge
benefits
for
employers.
employers.
Developing a culture within the workplace
Developing
a cultureand
within
the workplace
of
ongoing learning
education
helps
of
ongoing
learning
and
education
helps
to encourage employee retention, improve
to
encourage
employee
retention,
improve
morale and workplace relationships and
moralethere
and workplace
relationships
and
means
is a succession
plan in place
means
there
is
a
succession
plan
in
place
with a pool of skilled staff available to make
withmost
a pool
of skilled
staff available to make
the
of future
opportunities.
the most of future opportunities.
Research shows when opportunities to
Research
shows are
when
opportunities
pursue
learning
available,
it helpsto
pursue
learning
are
available,
it helps
improve productivity, adaptability
and
improve
productivity,
adaptability
and
teamwork. For employees, it can offer
teamwork.
For
employees,
it
can
offer
opportunities for promotion to higher and
opportunities for promotion to higher and

www.TANZeCampus.com
www.TANZeCampus.com

better paid positions and it can help provide
better paidcommunication
positions and itwith
can other
help provide
increased
team
increased
communication
with
other
team
members and managers.
members and managers.
But as an employer, how do you know
But as
an employer,
how do you
knowwell
your
investment
in education
is being
your
investment
in
education
is
being
well
managed? TANZ eCampus use innovative
managed?
TANZ
eCampus
use
innovative
analytics and tracking systems to ensure
analytics and
e-learners
aretracking
makingsystems
the mosttoofensure
their
e-learners
are
making
study opportunities. the most of their
study opportunities.
All TANZ eCampus student progress is
All TANZthrough
eCampus
progress
is –
tracked
thestudent
interactive
system
tracked
through
the
interactive
system
–
contributing to higher success rates. When
contributing
to
higher
success
rates.
When
an e-learner is struggling or falling behind,
e-learner
is struggling
aanTANZ
eCampus
facilitatororisfalling
alertedbehind,
to
a
TANZ
eCampus
facilitator
is
alertedit to
their declining progress and makes
a
their declining
progress
andget
makes
a
priority
to help that
student
theiritstudy
priority
to
help
that
student
get
their
study
back on track.
back on track.
Every student is also assigned their own
Every student
is also
theirand
own
personal
advisor,
whoassigned
will support
personal
advisor,
who
will
support
and
guide them through their learning journey
themthey
through
their
learning
–guide
ensuring
get the
most
out of journey
their
–
ensuring
they
get
the
most
time with TANZ eCampus. out of their
time with TANZ eCampus.
To find out more about TANZ eCampus
To find
out more about TANZ eCampus
visit
www.TANZeCampus.com
or call
visit
www.TANZeCampus.com
or call
0800 328 269 today.
0800 328 269 today.

Grow
Grow your
your skills
skills in
in 2016
2016
> From professional supervision to promotional
> artwork
From professional
supervision
promotional
graphic design
and Te to
Reo
artwork graphic design and Te Reo
> Short Courses and part time study available
> Short Courses and part time study available
> Study online or on campus
> Study online or on campus
> Gain practical knowledge for your world
> Gain practical knowledge for your world

Ki te whai Ao, ki to Ao Ma-- rama
Ki te whai Ao, ki to Ao Marama
nmit.ac.nz call 0800 422 733
nmit.ac.nz call 0800 422 733
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Business snippets
Exploring business opportunities in Vanuatu
Euan McIntosh, an investment advisor at Forsyth Barr’s Nelson Office, is going to be volunteering
at the Vanuatu Chamber of Commerce and Industry (VCCI) and wants to hear from any Nelson
businesses that are keen to forge links with Vanuatu.
Euan volunteered his services to Vanuatu’s business community after his wife, Wendy Hunter,
obtained a VSA position as a locum paediatrician at Port Vila Hospital. Euan will be in Vanuatu from
24 September to 8 October with his family.

The McIntosh family

The VCCI have asked Euan for introductions to Nelson Tasman businesses and also for books or resources on entrepreneurship models, micro
business operations and small business operations. Please contact Euan on euan.mcintosh@forsythbarr.co.nz if you are able to assist.

Awards for Nelson Joiners
Cooper Webley was awarded the best Nelson Marlborough Region Award for excellence in Joinery at the NZ Master Joiners Awards in
Queenstown. This followed their success at the regional awards where they received the best commercial fit out, best lighting and supreme
awards for its work on the Gisborne Theatre.

Chinese company opens Nelson office
Savage & Savage, Chartered Accountants are excited about the future opportunities created by one
of their Chinese clients opening an office in Nelson. The Nelson Capital Investment Company’s office
was officially opened by Mayor Rachel Reese and Mr Xuan Fu Lei the Chief Executive of Yang Dong
District, Yang Dong City in southern China.
As well as being the company’s office, it is also the New Zealand office of the Yangjiang Electronic
Commerce Association and the Nelson office for the Yang Dong District Chamber of Commerce
of Yangjiang City.

Nelson Capital Investment Company Office opening

The opening was followed by a presentation to 15 Chinese local Government and business delegates who are keen to do more business
with Nelson and South Island businesses. The delegates also visited a number of Nelson businesses during their two-day stay. Nelson Capital
Investment Company will be sourcing and exporting Nelson and New Zealand made goods to China and is also able to assist other businesses
who want to export to China.

Winning Windows
Nelson’s Design Windows had fantastic results at the Window Association of NZ Awards last month. The Design Windows Group had 14 entries
selected as finalists with four of those entries going on to become national winners. The winning entries were in the categories of Residential
Project under $25,000, Residential Project $75-$175,000, Commercial Project under $100,000 and Large Manufacturers Showroom.

Start your entry and book your tickets now!
CHAMBER of COMMERCE

2016
BUSINESS
AWARDS

• Free to any Nelson Tasman businesses or non-profit organisations to enter
• Formal entries close Friday 23 September
• Awards night Friday 4 November
• Receive two free tickets by booking a table of 10 before August 1.
YES! I would like to book a table of 10 now

$1200 + GST if paid before August 1. $1500 + GST if paid after August 1.
Black Tie event. Tickets include all refreshments, 3 Course meal and networking opportunities.
N E L S O N TA S M A N

2015
CHAMBER of COMMERCE

BUSINESS
AWARDS

SUPREME
WINNER
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More info available at www.commerce.org.nz
Ticket bookings can be made online at events.commerce.org.nz
Any queries, contact the chamber on 03 548 1363 or info@commerce.org.nz
Proudly sponsored by:

NEWS

$

Funding to grow your business

New funding is now available to enhance business management capability and help businesses grow. The Nelson Tasman Chamber of
Commerce is the contact for local businesses wanting to access Development Capability Vouchers via NZ Trade and Enterprise. Businesses
that meet the criteria can receive up to $5000 a year. To be eligible for a voucher, a business must be operating with 50 or fewer FTE’s, GST
registered, currently trading, privately owned or a Maori Trust or Incorporation and it must complete a brief business assessment to identify
needs. To find out more, contact Business Advisor Michelle McCree. Email operations@commerce.org.nz or phone 03 548 1363.

Major Air NZ business prize goes to Nelson firm
SBL Group Ltd won an $11,000 prize package for signing up to Air New Zealand’s newly introduced
business airports programme via their chamber membership. SBL directors, Tony and Tim Cumming,
met Air NZ representatives Kendal Tobeck and Cameron Taylor at the chamber to discuss their prize
which includes 1000 Airpoint dollars, a year’s Koru Club membership, an article on their business in
the Airpoints Magazine, a half page advert in Air NZ’s Kia Ora magazine and a mentorship day with Air
NZ in Auckland. SBL is a 4th generation family-owned business providing bus services throughout the
region. Tony said the prize was “brilliant”.

SBL collects Air NZ prize

The chamber welcomes business news from its members to share in future editions of Commerce Comment.
Please email details to karen@commerce.org.nz

Thanks to our long standing members
Our strength is in our membership and there are a number of businesses across the region that
have supported us for many years. We wish to pay special tribute in acknowledging these following
businesses that have been members for more than 25 years.
Air Nelson Ltd
ANZ Banking Group New Zealand Ltd
BNZ Partners
Cawthron Institute
Crowe Horwath
Duke & Cooke Ltd
Federated Farmers of NZ Inc
First NZ Capital Securities Ltd
Fulton Hogan Ltd
Hertz Rent a Car
Honda New Zealand
Marsden House Funeral Directors
MediaWorks Nelson
Mitre 10 Mega Nelson

Nelson Building Society
Nelson Diocesan Trust Board
Nelson Mail
Nelson Marlborough Institute of Technology
Nelson Pine Industries Ltd
Network Tasman Ltd
New Zealand Hops Ltd
New Zealand Post Ltd
Nick Smith MP Nelson
NZME
Paper Plus Nelson
PC Systems
Peter A Johnson & Associates Ltd
Pitt & Moore

Port Nelson Ltd
Prices Pharmacy Ltd
Rees Software & Systems Ltd
Rutherford Hotel Nelson
Sealord Group Ltd
Strawbridge & Associates Ltd
Tasman Bay Food Group Ltd
Taylors we love shoes
Telfer Young (Nelson) Ltd
The New Zealand King Salmon Company Ltd
Thompson Daly & Co
Trailways Hotel Nelson
Westpac

You can help us grow our membership – and benefit too. Recommend a new member and when they sign up (and pay before 31 July)
you will both go in the draw to win a $400 Air NZ Travel Voucher. Terms and conditions apply.

PROUD TO BE A COMMUNICATION SPONSOR OF THE NELSON TASMAN CHAMBER OF COMMERCE

“Commercial, Domestic, Life & Health Insurance
– we have got it all covered; have you??
Contact us now for a free, no-obligation quote.”

CROMBIE LOCKWOOD (NZ) LIMITED
14 Oxford Street, Richmond — Phone: 03 543 9021 — Website: www.crombielockwood.co.nz

www.commerce.org.nz
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Grow sales by embracing online
and in-store customer experiences
When a customer walks into a shop with a
product in mind, chances are they are already
well informed about prices, styles and options
after browsing online. If the place they got their
basic information was your website or social
media site then you’re already partway down the
track of making a sale.
When they walk into your shop they are wanting extra knowledge
and validation – What does that blouse I saw on line actually feel like?
Is the colour the same? Will it go with my new skirt?
That’s where knowing your customers’ wants and needs gives you
the opportunity to sell more to those you have already – we’re talking
conversion rates and average order sizes.

Conversion Rates (CR)

Average Order Size

CR is the number of sales divided by foot traffic. For example, if you

The ‘Would you like fries with that?’ model of selling works to boost

have 500 customers (foot traffic) and 125 transactions for the day, the

sales. The secret is providing solutions. Do you offer to sell socks to

conversion rate would be 25%. By increasing the conversion rate by

customers who purchase sneakers? Alternatively, offer low value

5%, while keeping average sales the same, the business can expect

products at the till. Unplanned purchases add incrementally to your

an increase in revenue of 20%.

bottom line.

Here are a few tips for increasing your conversion rate:

The Shopping Experience

1. Focus on being helpful problem solvers. Know the product range

Be dynamic, embrace social media, understand the power of a
website and have them work with your shop. Promote your hours,

intimately and validate the customer’s knowledge.
2. Ask open-ended questions: ‘Hi, how can I help you today?’ or ‘Hi,
what brings you to our store today?’
3. Work to understand why your customers aren’t purchasing – is it

product range and have a one-click phone icon on your website,
and social media page. In the end, it’s about making all aspects of
shopping as easy as you can for your customers.

the range or lack of stock? Have your customers’ needs changed

Finally, your shop needs to be relevant and inviting. Ask yourself if

and you haven’t responded?

your store reflects your brand? What does it provide that is better

4. Identify conversion leaks – understand what the conversion rate is

than shopping online?

when you’re busy. Is it higher or lower than the average rate? Are
you losing sales as a result of customers not wanting to wait?

For more information contact:
Justine Kennard
Business Advisory Manager
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phone

03 546 0171

email

justine.kennard@crowehorwath.co.nz
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Soapbox - The problems with payroll
You may have heard about the most recent
payroll debacle - holiday pay miscalculations
at the Ministry of Business, Innovation and
Employment (MBIE). The very agency tasked
with advising, administering and policing the
legislation associated with statutory employee
entitlements. The further irony is the Holidays Act
2003 was introduced to simplify the application
of leave entitlements.
It is little wonder employers are confused and concerned they are
paying their employees correctly.
The difficulties stem from the number of different calculations
that can be used to calculate pay for annual holidays, sick leave,
bereavement leave and public holidays, and that the legislation does
not effectively cater for non-standard hours of work. For employees
on regular hours of work with no variations, bonuses or commissions
the chances are their pay is being calculated correctly. As soon as any
variances are introduced it becomes more difficult.
To pay annual holidays there are three different calculations, and
despite this confusing starting place the legislation does not specify
how to pay employees who wish to take a single day of annual
holidays rather than a full week. Here is an example I was asked
about today. An employee’s days of work per week and hours per
day varies – some weeks they work five days, some weeks they may
work two days, and hours per day range from 4 to 12 hours.
The legislation expresses annual holidays in weeks, not days. When
the employee asks for one day of annual holidays what are they
entitled to be paid? The legislation states they are to be paid the
higher of the employee’s average weekly earnings or ordinary
weekly pay. The employer is immediately confronted with two
problems in applying this – there is no ‘ordinary’ for this employee
and what is the value of a ‘day’ when everything is expressed in
weeks?
The legislation does provide an alternative formula for calculating
‘ordinary’ weekly pay when this isn’t clear. So your payroll system has
to be set up correctly to identify when this situation arises.

This aspect of the example is at least solvable, although it adds
another dimension for possible errors to occur.
The issue of identifying the value of an annual leave day is not
considered at all in the legislation. Let’s say the employer has
been able to accurately determine the employee’s average weekly
earnings is the correct calculation. Their employee often works
a Tuesday, the day he is taking leave. Historically his hours on a
Tuesday vary between 4 and 8 hours. Added to this, every Friday he
works 12 hours, and sometimes he works the other days of the week,
but not always. So what is he paid for Tuesday?
It is not possible to give you an answer as the legislation does not
cater for this scenario. Simply dividing his average weekly earnings
by a 5 day working week will not help, as he does not have a
standard working week. The most practical advice we can give, (but
it can’t be said to be legislatively correct), is to take the total number
of days worked over the previous 52 weeks and divide by 52, giving
you the average number of days per week. Then divide the average
weekly pay by the average number of days per week, which then
gives you a daily rate.
I now challenge you to phone the MBIE helpline with this scenario
and see what they say. Their standard answer to anything difficult is
‘we are not allowed to give advice or calculations, we can only give
information.’
Employees can make wage claims dating back six years, so getting
payroll wrong is a significant liability. This legislation needs
reviewing and the MBIE helpline needs to be actually helpful. These
issues should not exist 13 years after the legislation was introduced.
If MBIE could not get their own payroll correct, how can they expect
compliance from other businesses.

For more information, please contact:
Kay Chapman
Consultant
phone

03 545 0877

email

kay@chapmaner.co.nz

web

www.chapmaner.co.nz

Employment Law | Human Resources | Health & Safety | Training
03 545 0877 contact@chapmaner.co.nz www.chapmaner.co.nz
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Getting Your Team to be Pro-Active and Productive …
Today there are often 3 or 4 different generations working
together in businesses so miscommunication, frustration and
wasted effort have become common.
Nelson Tasman cyclist’s favorite roads have been linked together
to create the Abel Tasman Cycle Challenge. At just under
160km the course will reward cyclists with world-class views of
mountain ranges, rivers, streams, national parks, tidal estuaries
and golden sand beaches. We welcome all cyclists to enter the
inaugural event and to discover why this region is the true centre
of cycling in New Zealand. Welcome to the Abel Tasman Cycle
Challenge.
We welcome chamber members to sign up for the Team
Builder package. Your staff will build into a fitter, healthier
and more productive team as you train for the Abel Tasman
Cycle Challenge. At just under 40km per stage (average) this
is an achievable distance for all fitness levels. Once this goal is
achieved, enjoy yourselves at our prize-giving concert at Saxton
Field. The event will provide a focal event for your business to
leverage other marketing initiatives.
p
e
w

+64 21 722 778
info@atcc.nz
www.atcc.nz
atccnz

Do you need good, reliable employees?
CCS Disability Action provides support to disabled people across
all disabilities and all age ranges, and has a vision that every
disabled person will be included in the life of their family and
community.
One of our many roles is to provide an individualised and
professional service to make the journey into employment a
successful one for both the disabled job seekers we represent
and you, the employer.
How do we do this?
• We start with YOU to understand your business so that we
can achieve the right match.
• We provide support and on the job training where needed.
• We assist with accessing government support funds.
• We take the load regarding recruitment and training.
• And best of all - our service is FREE!
a
p
e
w
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65 Trafalgar St, Nelson 7010. PO Box 586, Nelson 7040
03 548 4479
nelson.admin@ccsdisabilityaction.org.nz
www.ccsDisabilityAction.org.nz
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If you have a team of between 4 and 45 people and know they
could be achieving much more if they were better at working
together then it is worth having a FREE independent assessment
done.
The assessment results will show you clearly where you can get
your biggest wins with in-house employee development.
Bruce Wilson draws on 17 years of business coaching with
ActionCOACH plus experience training at a global level to
provide practical, effective facilitation to get your team working
at their full potential.
To independently measure how your employees really feel about
their work email Bruce Wilson today.

p
e
w

+64 21 636 629
brucewilson@actioncoach.com
www.actioncoach.com/brucewilson

The team of Tim Dunnill (owner/manager), Rhonda Doole and
Vicky McLean believe that holidays and travel should be fun, and
the fun should start with your travel agent, not surprisingly, this
is a little travel agency with BIG personality!
At helloworld Richmond, the recent nation-wide launch of
helloworld, replacing Harvey World Travel, has been enormously
successful. “We’re seen significant increases in enquiries and
brand new customers”, says Tim, “new customers and existing
ones and have all commented that the refreshed store is much
more contemporary, interesting and inviting.”
helloworld Richmond is not just about leisure travel, they look
after a number of smaller corporate customers from the Nelson/
Tasman region and even a few further afield.
helloworld Richmond … fun, different, going places.
Everything your next journey should be!
• cruise holidays
• rail journeys
• coach touring
a
p
e
w

• soft adventure
• flop and drop holidays
• walking or cycling holidays

231 Queen Street, Richmond
03 544 6640
richmond@helloworld.co.nz
www.helloworld.co.nz/Richmond
helloworld Richmond NZ
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Why wait months for payment of your invoices; Invoice Funders
can have the funds in your bank today.
Invoice funding can help you in an area that most businesses
find challenging; cash flow. Without cash to pay suppliers and
staff, many businesses fail.
At Invoice Funders we free up cash from your unpaid invoices
for you to keep the bank happy and further expand your
business. You are borrowing money against invoices that have
already been issued, a simple and stress-free way of sustaining
your business. Our funding does not need to be secured against
property or assets and so we work alongside your existing
banking relationships helping you get the most out of existing
credit lines. There are no long term contracts – you only use us
when you need a cash flow injection.
Invoice Funders can solve your cash flow problems and grow
your business.

a
p
e
w

PO Box 1601, Nelson
0800 88 33 55
matt@invoicefunders.co.nz
www.invoicefunders.co.nz
invoicefunders
matthew-peacey

Life Education Trust Nelson/Tasman is a non-profit organisation
dedicated to helping children grow up with good self esteem,
respect of themselves and others, and a healthy body through
making healthy choices.
Relying totally on community funding, the trust operates
a mobile classroom that is fully-booked delivering the Life
Education programme to primary and intermediate schools
throughout the region. Our work is becoming increasingly
important in today’s complex world where children often find
themselves dealing with adult issues at a younger age. But we
need your support.
We are looking for sponsors who can contribute $400 a year
($33 a month) to become part of our “Harold Club” which helps
ensure the operating costs of our organisation are met. We are
also running a fundraiser, selling export quality Richmond Plains
Organic Syrah at $165 a case or Richmond Plains Organic Sav at
$150 a case.
All our fundraising goes directly to helping Nelson Tasman
children. Please contact us today to find out how you can help.
a
p
e
w

PO Box 3031, Richmond
021 782 875
nelsontasman@lifeedtrust.org.nz
www.lifeeducation.org.nz
www.facebook.com/HaroldNelsonTasman

Whether you are travelling for business or leisure, the Nelson
Worldwise Travellers Health and Vaccination Centre has the
flexibility to cater to your requirements.
Mortimer Upholstery & Marine Covers offer a very wide range of
services within the fabric textiles industries. Our team is capable
of many tasks. Most of important of all is the eye for detail and
quality of finish no matter how big or small the project. From
custom designed vehicle interiors to boat covers and transport
covers and much more.
Mortimer’s also have a division called Nelson Shade Solutions.
As the name suggests we create shade solutions for your home,
school, community facility or business.
Mortimer Upholstery & Marine Covers prides themselves on
exceeding customer expectations and working within tight
deadlines.
We are also problem solvers. Working with businesses to develop
an innovative approach using fabric textiles technologies.
No job to big or small. Please come and visit at our showroom
and we would love to help with your project.
a
p
e
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44 Beach Rd
03 544 6352 or 027 362 0048
mortauto@xtra.co.nz
www.mortimerautoupholstery.co.nz
mortimer upholstery and marine covers

We bring extensive experience with business and executive
travellers, tourists and adventurous travellers, missionaries and
volunteers, small or large group travellers.
See us for all your travel health requirements in our specialist clinic.
Worldwise Travellers Health Services include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Individual comprehensive travel health consultations.
Business travel health plans
Expert advice from qualified staff
Full range of vaccinations kept in stock.
Antimalarial medications and advice
MOH Authorised Yellow Fever Vaccinating Centre
Travel medical kits, flight socks, mosquito nets
Efficient immunisation recall system

Contact our Specialist Travel Health and Vaccination Nurse,
Tonya Anderson. Tonya is happy to talk to you about our services
and answer any questions you may have.
a
p
e
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Nelson Nursing Services Bldg, 469 Main Rd, Stoke, Nelson
03 538 0298
m 021 038 7107
tonya.anderson@worldwise.co.nz
www.worldwise.co.nz
Nelson Worldwise Travellers Health and Vaccination Clinic

Tonya Anderson
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New thinking is needed for digital business
Nelson Tasman Chamber of Commerce was
pleased to support SmartWeek. Here one of
our members, Lynley Lee of Peritia talks about
changing trends and why it’s important for
business to get onboard.
SmartWeek Richmond was an opportunity to explore how important
it is for everyone to embrace digital as the impact is not only
significant in our own everyday lives, but also the way businesses
and organisations need to evolve so that they are not left behind.
Digital technologies are changing every industry they touch.
Technology trends to consider include social, mobile, analytics,
big data, cloud, internet of things, wearables, the consumerisation
of IT, robotics and 3D printing. Knowing how these apply to your
industry is crucial to making both immediate and long term strategy
decisions.
Technology trends to consider include social, mobile, analytics,
big data, cloud, internet of things, wearables, the consumerisation
of IT, robotics and 3D printing. Knowing how these apply to your
industry is crucial to making both immediate and long term strategy
decisions.

Technology, used to facilitate outcomes in line with these new
ways of thinking, will drive extraordinary results. If your business
is not challenging itself in each of these areas, then soon another
business will.

The mind-set needed for digital business
Digital technology is not a solution in and of itself. It needs to
empower the purpose of the organisation and provide an outcome
that serves both people and processes.
One of the biggest challenges faced by businesses seeking to adapt
to the new digital landscape is existing “mindsets”. They are harder
to see and more difficult to change.
The biggest disruptions are happening where organisations fail to
understand how people want to interact with businesses and each
other. They have failed to become ‘customer obsessed’.
A recently published framework by Forrester Research identifies
mindsets, and organisational changes that are helpful in considering
a digital ‘customer obsessed operating model’.

Simply being faster, better, cheaper is no longer enough. To thrive,
leaders need to understand the human drivers, technology trends,
and changing business landscape to build successful Digital
Businesses. It’s about far more than operational efficiency.

It’s about a new way of thinking
• From rigid organisational efficiency to flexible iterative innovation
• From delivering products and services to outcomes and 		
experiences
• From real-time to right-time contextual information
• From gut feeling decisions to data driven decisions
• From closing sales to opening relationships
• From one off interactions to ongoing personalisation at scale
• From cooperation to collaboration

While it’s tempting to focus on sweeping digital technology
changes, attention must also be paid to the culture and DNA of your
organisation. The culture must match your direction and strategy.
Without it, both technology and strategy will be ineffective.
The culture will determine the level and speed of change, and
changing the culture will require exceptional leadership.
There is no doubt that we are living in times of unprecedented social,
industrial and business change. Many companies will fall by the
wayside, while others rise to meet the challenges and become the
new industry leaders.
It is not just the large commercial organisations that need to make
these changes, every business or organisation (Not for Profit or
NGO’s) need to consider their Digital journey. It doesn’t matter what
size you are, we can help and if we can’t help we can connect you to
someone who can.

Lynley Lee
mobile 021

From left: SmartWeek co-ordinator Karen Lee with Chamber members
Kim Quint of Richmond Unlimited, Kevin Gear of ColourPlus Richmond
and Jacquie Walters of WaltersPR at the SmartWeek Breakfast.
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337 145

email lynley@peritia.co.nz
web

www.peritia.co.nz

address

PO Box 2584, Stoke, Nelson 7041
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Cyber Risk - How prepared is your business?
The growth of the digital economy has spurred
the need for cybersecurity to be higher on every
organisation’s radar.
Digital business models are coming in that require you to be more
agile and in most cases this means that many are playing catch up.
The NZ Government has a Cyber Security Strategy, however this is
not often effectively communicated to the small-medium business
market.
What drives the need and the trend for cybersecurity to become
more of an issue is the fact most organisations are still going
digital at a great pace. They are moving more of their capability to
the cloud, to digitise their data, their processes, to re-shape their
business models.
All of these drivers mean technology is becoming more important
to these businesses. Their dependence on them is greater and
therefore, their risk is greater, particularly as they rush to adopt that
change.
Going digital presents a raft of opportunities which include
leveraging the economies of the cloud and doing data analytics that
provide better insights for engaging with customers.
If you are a digital business, the more you digitise, the bigger the
impact of a cybersecurity breach.

A key message is to “focus on your core business”.
What are the digital assets, the core business functions that could be
impacted by a cyber risk?
What are the things you do that are digitally dependent?
What are your digital assets, your critical information assets…
because that is the place to start.

How was your organisation impacted by the security incidents?
30%

CYBER RESILIENCE
New Zealand’s information
infrastructures can resist cyber
threats and we have the tools to
protect our national interests

CYBER CAPABILITYNew
New Zealanders, businesses and
government agencies understand
cyber threats and have the
capability to protect themselves

ADDRESSING
CYBERCRIME
New Zealand improves its
ability to prevent, investigate
and respond to cybercrime

INTERNATIONAL
COOPERATION
New Zealand protects and
advances its interests on
cyberspace issues internationally

We have historically talked about prevention, to stop cyber-threats
coming in through technology. We have moved on to, ‘Okay, let
us be strategic. Let us focus on, not everything, but on the
most important thing and let us have the inbuilt ability to detect,
respond and recover.’
If you just focus on the external threats, the threats everyone
faces, and what everyone else is doing, you are likely to make poor
investment decisions.
It is a business intelligence message which is, understand your
problem before you spend money.
There is no technology or blanket approach which will allow
organisations to “skip that bit of work, of identifying what is
important” to the organisation.
The impact of a breach can range from loss of reputation, loss of
customer confidence, lost productivity, financial loss and other
intangible effects such as staff morale.
If you would like to know more about who to talk to that can help
then start with a conversation with the team at BlueBerryIT.

For more information, please contact:
phone 03
web

548 4923

www.blueberryit.co.nz

nelson office:

25%

1/60 Achilles Ave, Nelson

blenheim office:

12 Sutherland Terrace, Blenheim

20%
15%
10%
5%
0%

Financial
Losses

Theft of “soft”
intellectual
property (eg)
information
such as
processes,
institutional
knowledge (etc)

Loss
Theft of “hard” Brand/
of
intellectual reputation
property compromised customers
information such
as strategic
business plans,
deal documents,
sensitive
financial
Global
documents)

Legal
exposure/
lawsuit

Other

Do not know

New Zealand

Proud supporters of
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Chamber events
The Nelson Tasman Chamber of Commerce is the region’s largest business advice, advocacy and
networking organisation. Being a member keeps you in touch with business issues and enables you
to attend chamber events including Luncheons, Business After Five (BA5) networking and Business
Building Block (BBB) workshops. Here’s some photos from our recent events.

The chamber thanks its sponsors
for making these events possible

Upcoming events
JULY

AUGUST

Tuesday 26 July. 5.30pm-7pm

Wednesday, 10 August. 9.30am-11am

Chapman Employment Relations Business After Five at E’Stel Water

Wednesday, 27 July. 12 noon-1.30pm
WaltersPR Chamber Luncheon. Speaker Renzie Hanham,
QSM. Director of international company improving
performance under pressure. Currently works with the
Crusaders and Silver Ferns. A renowned Martial Artist.

Thursday, 28 July. 12 noon-1.30pm
2016 Nelson Pine Industries Business Awards seminar in Richmond.
Presenters; Judge Brian Hirst and Business Awards Project Manager
Louise Walsh who have businesses that have won awards previously.

Thursday, 28 July. 4-6pm
Chamber Exporters’ Event (for exporters to Australia). Meeting
with Australian High Commissioner. Limited spaces available.

Business Building Blocks Workshop. Understanding Your Financials
with Darren Mark and Julian Clark from Crowe Horwath.

Wednesday, 17 August. 5.30pm-7pm
Chapman Employment Relations Business After Five at
McCashins Kitchen and Bar with Life Education Trust

Thursday, 25 August. 12 noon-1.30pm
Crowe Horwath Chamber Luncheon. Nelson City and
Tasman District Mayoral Candidates Forum

SEPTEMBER

Friday, 16 September. 12 noon-1.30pm

Crowe Horwath Chamber Luncheon. Speaker Rob Fyfe, Icebreaker CEO.

NOVEMBER

Friday, 4 November. 6pm-late
Nelson Pine Industries Chamber of Commerce Business Awards Night.
Black tie dinner.

For more information and bookings, see events.commerce.org.nz
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